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Introduction by Model Vanessa Taylor 

Sex is a wonderful thing - I haven't met a person yet who would dispute this. 
Everybody loves sex, whether they like talking about it openly or not. One of the 
reasons you're reading this is because you enjoy sex and you would like to enjoy 
it more and have your partner enjoy it more. For all you males reading this, 
wouldn't you like to be known around town as the greatest fuck of all time? Or 
husbands and men in steady relationships - wouldn't you like your woman to be 
amazed at your new found sexual knowledge and have her beg you for more 
sex? 

Sex can be the greatest pleasure a person can ever experience - or a major 
disappointment. Surveys have shown that 75% of women fake orgasm every 
time, 15% faked it most of the time and about 9.5% said they occasionally faked 
it. Which leaves about 0.5% who said they never faked it. I know most of you 
men out there will find this hard to believe, but it's true. I'm a woman, I know. 

Women, by faking orgasms, are missing out on one of the most pleasurable 
experiences imaginable - but so are their partners. You will realize the difference 
once you have read this guide. Both the male and female's sexual pleasure 
increases to unbelievable new heights once you know how to bring a woman to 
an orgasm every time. Your woman will want you as never before - she will never 
want or need another man. 

And girls, if you want to have better sex, then teach your man what I am about to 
tell you. Most men I have met were anxious to learn how to satisfy women during 
sex. Each man I interviewed I asked 'What do you think makes a woman orgasm 
most during intercourse?' 

Most responses were along the lines of: 

• 'Just putting my penis inside her gets her excited' - It may get your partner
excited but it is not enough - nowhere near enough.

• 'She just loves me ramming her hard' - This is so far from the truth it is
ridiculous!

• 'Fucking her fast' - Wrong!

It is generally easy for men to become sexually aroused because his sexual 
organs are on the outside of the body and are easily stimulated. Men that are 
unfit mentally or physically can sometimes take longer to arouse, as do men that 
are bored with their partners. Do you know the main reason men get bored with 
their partners sexually? Could it be that the woman herself is bored because she 
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